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Report from the President & CEO
OCEAN NETWORKS CANADA (ONC)

With a successful cruise completed in July and a second
planned for September, this has been a very busy period
for Lucie Pautet, Associate Director, Engineering and
the engineering and science team. We thank them and
our contractor team from Highland Technologies for the
long hours of dedicated effort required to accomplish
the demanding installation and maintenance schedules.
In early June, we were encouraged by the participation
and enthusiasm at the NC workshop. It was especially
good to hear the presentation of results as well as to
share ideas and plans for future research directions
and priorities. Special thanks go to the workshop
organizers. The workshop was also an important venue
for launching the restructured advisory committees
with the inception of the Science Planning Committee
(SPC) and Users Committee (NCUC) to succeed the
previous single Science Advisory Committee. To past,
continuing and new committee members, thank you
for your willingness to serve and contribute.
I invite you to read on in the Newsletter for more details
on several points I have highlighted and for updates on
the various areas of the NC program.

NEPTUNE Canada is the regional ocean network of:
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This is also a time of transition in the leadership of
the NC science team. Mairi Best left her position as
Associate Director, Science at the end of August. On
behalf of the NC team, I want to acknowledge and
thank Mairi for her contributions over the past four
and a half years. She has played a key role in NC’s
installation phase. I know you will join me in wishing
her well in her future endeavors as an accomplished
earth and ocean scientist, and leader in the field of
ocean observing. Kim Juniper has been seconded from
his position as Professor in the Faculty of Science at the
University of Victoria to succeed Mairi as the Associate
Director, Science for an initial three-year term. As one
of Canada’s most respected ocean scientists, and already

a lead player in the NC science community, Kim is
especially well qualified to take on his new position.
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Replacing Chris was therefore a challenging prospect,
and yet for the search committee quickly became a
reassuring opportunity as we attracted a very strong
short-list of international candidates, all respected
leaders in ocean science. We feel very fortunate to
appoint Kate Moran as the new Director. She brings
not only an impressive depth and breadth of experience
in ocean science, but also strong links to international
agencies and networks, and an understanding of ocean
science policy through her recent term in the White
House Office of Science and Technology Policy. We
look forward to working with Kate and are excited by
the prospect of further success under her leadership.

Thanks to Mairi, pictured above with the NC science team, for her key
role in the installation phase and contributions over the past four and
half years. Wishing her well in her future endeavours!
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This newsletter comes at a time of transition in
leadership for NEPTUNE Canada (NC). Chris
Barnes, the founding Director, retired on June 30
to be succeeded by Kate Moran who joins the team
in September. I am reporting in my interim role as
Acting Director. Chris’ vision, inspiration and energy
have been invaluable through the design, installation
and early operational phases of NC. As many have
said, if it hadn’t been for Chris’ determination and
dedication, NC would not have happened. This in no
way diminishes the tremendous efforts of many others,
but simply attests to the importance of a champion if
a ‘big science’ idea is to become reality. It has been
a personal pleasure and professional privilege to have
worked closely with Chris, in my roles as UVic’s VP
Research and more recently as ONC President.

Dr. Kate Moran, Director
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including the first drilling expedition to the Arctic
Ocean in 2004. The following year she led the first
expedition to find the source of the earthquake that
caused the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami. She has also
made major contributions to the assessment of hazards
in Canada’s offshore regions.
Moran starts her five-year term with NC on September
12. She succeeds founding Director Dr. Chris Barnes,
who retired on June 30.

Dr. Kim Juniper
Associate Director, Science
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Dr. Kate Moran takes over leadership of NC in a cerimonial hand off
of fibre optic cable from Dr. Chris Barnes.

The new Director of the NEPTUNE Canada regional
ocean network is Dr. Kate Moran, a world-renowned
ocean engineer who has just completed a two-year term
as Assistant Director in the White House Office of
Science and Technology Policy in Washington, DC.
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“We are delighted to attract someone of Kate’s
international calibre,” says Dr. Martin Taylor, ONC
President and CEO. “She brings to NC a wealth of
international experience through her engagement with
the International Ocean Drilling Program (IODP) and
her leadership as chief scientist on many major research
cruises and expeditions.”
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In her White House role, Moran advised the Obama
administration on the oceans, the Arctic and global
warming. She was seconded to the position from a
faculty appointment at the University of Rhode Island
where she was a Professor of oceanography and Associate
Dean of the Graduate School of Oceanography.
“Earth observation networks are critical for
understanding the Earth system, particularly in the
oceans as they become further impacted by climate
change and in seismically active areas, such as Canada’s
west coast” says Moran. “I am excited about joining an
extraordinary team that not only had the vision, but
also the collective abilities to build the world’s first
deep ocean cabled network.”
Moran holds degrees in marine science and engineering
from the University of Pittsburgh, the University of
Rhode Island and Dalhousie University. Her research
focuses on marine geotechnics and its application to
the study of paleoceanography, tectonics and seafloor
stability. She has authored more than 45 publications.
Moran has led several major oceanographic expeditions,

We are very pleased to announce that Dr. Kim Juniper
has been appointed to the position of NC’s Associate
Director, Science for an initial term beginning
September 1, 2011 and ending March 31, 2014.
Dr. Juniper has been a Professor in the School of
Earth and Ocean Sciences and the Department of
Biology at the University of Victoria, and holder of
the BC Leadership Chair in Ocean Ecosystems and
Global Change since 2006. He came to UVic from the
Université du Québec à Montréal where he was Professor
of Biology and Director of the GEOTOP Research
Centre. He received his BSc from the University of
Alberta (1976) and a PhD from Canterbury University
in Christchurch, New Zealand (1982).
The primary focus of his research has been the
biogeochemistry and ecology of submarine hydrothermal
systems. His interdisciplinary publications on deepsea vents encompass the fields of microbial ecology,
biomineralization and benthic ecology. Other research
areas have included the microbial ecology of deep-sea
sediments, and the seasonal dynamics of arctic sea-ice
microbial communities. Juniper previously served the
NC project as Co-Chief Scientist in 2004-2006, and
was President of the Canadian Scientific Submersible
Facility from 2001 to 2011.

June 2 - 4, 2011 - Workshop
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During the three-day NC Workshop in June,
120 participants from a broad range of scientific
disciplines, data specialists, software and computer
experts, industry, navy and Ocean Observing Initiative
representatives, a BBC reporter, and staff gathered to
reflect on contributions to scientific research, respond
to researchers’ comments and challenges, and to begin
developing proposals for future initiatives.
Throughout the workshop NC developers offered
hands-on demos of Oceans 2.0 and collaborators from
eBriefings.ca and Centre for Global Studies (CfGS)
demonstrated a beta version of Digital Fishers.

Outcomes from the workshop have been forwarded to
the NEPTUNE Canada Science Planning (SPC) and
Users (NCUC) Committees for review, categorization
and assignment of priority and resources. A Middle
Valley working group, to consider developing a new
proposal for instruments at this location, will be
organized between late October and early November –
contact us if you are interested.
If you would like find out more about how to propose
the addition of an instrument on NC, the use of an
existing instrument, or the use of NC data go to:
http://www.neptunecanada.ca/research/research-opportunities

Overall, we are extremely pleased with the ideas and
solutions that surfaced during the workshop. These
collaborative sessions are indispensable for developing
and revising priorities and learning how to best serve
the scientific community. All session documentation
and related documents (including links to a recorded
broadcast) can be found at:
http://wiki.neptunecanada.ca/display/workshop/June+2011

A workshop date for 2012 will be announced soon!
Pleanary discussions.
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The second half of the workshop was dedicated to future
planning, proposal development, and the identification
of funding options and potential collaborators.
Newcomers brought fresh energy and submitted new
ideas for harnessing and extending our undersea network
into the future. Following a series of breakout sessions
new partnerships emerged, spanning multiple themes,
enabled by the integration of various instrument types

and analytical tools. Ideas for new initiatives related to
coastal and water column processes, tectonics, microbenthic studies, bioacoustics, vent processes, and video
and data, were discussed and noted.
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A number of group discussions and breakout sessions
followed and some persistent obstacles including data
gaps, equipment problems, acoustic interference,
and inadequate testing prior to launch. Highlighted
successes included the collection of one month’s
data from the Vertical Profiler System (VPS) during
a trial deployment in Saanich Inlet, bioacoustic
whale identification and classification (e.g. resident
versus migrating orca pods), and first data from new
instruments at our Main Endeavor Field (MEF) site.

Participants enjoy lunch during the poster session.
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Team members from each of the nine currently engaged
research projects presented results in plenary while
others using NC data presented current research results
through posters and summaries.

July 4 - 25, 2011 - Cruise Summary
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reactivated when the site comes back up in September.
The BARS instrument, which developed a ground fault
a few weeks after deployment, was recovered. Inspection
showed the insulation fault was caused by the growth
of a vent chimney on the cable, melting the hose and
exposing the inside wires. With special instructions
from the scientists on land, the crew was successful in
recovering BARS with its very sensitive ceramic probe,
which was lodged inside a 320ºC vent plume.
R/V Thompson pictured above heading out on the July 2011 Cruise
from Esquimault Harbour.
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NEPTUNE Canada navigated an impressive installation
and maintenance cruise aboard the R/V Thompson
(University of Washington). On board were the ship’s
crew, a 9-man ROPOS team, two visiting IFREMER
technicians, 3 University of Washington technicians,
2 contractors, 5 university students, and 6 NC staff.
Under the guidance of Chief Scientist Lucie Pautet
and Co-chief Scientist Marjolaine Matabos, and thanks
to perfect weather, all objectives were accomplished.
Onshore staff kept busy commissioning newly installed
and redeployed instruments, trouble-shooting access to
live video on our website, and updating both scientists
and the public on events.
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In our 21 days at sea, 33 dives at all 5 active node
locations were completed and smooth seas and astute
judgment allowed the ship to make a second pass,
returning to Barkley Canyon, Endeavour and ODP
889. We were able to install 15 instruments, redeploy
4 instrument platforms and 11 instruments, recover
2 instrument platforms and 26 instruments including
Wally the Crawler, and 9 km of electric-optic cable. We
also repaired IODP CORK U1364A and successfully
downloaded data, and surveyed areas to lay down new
cable during our next cruise.
The first operation was the installation of a cabled
piezometer, developed by IFREMER, at ODP 1027.
The piezometer can measure differential pressure
between the pressure in the sediment and the water
column. Piezometers expand areas of pore pressure
measurements complimenting borehole measurements.
Testing at the faulty Endeavour MEF site confirmed
that the junction box was operational, which meant the
current communication problem was with the extension
cable that connected it to the Endeavour node. The
cable was recovered and will be replaced during the
September cruise. The COVIS and RAS instruments
were fully tested and appeared to be fit. They will be

Black smoker at Mothra Hydrothermal Vent.

At Barkley Canyon we recovered, cleaned, inspected,
and redeployed Pods 1, 3 and 4. Wally II was recovered
for maintenance, but technical problems developed on
deck delaying redeployment until September.
One of the major objectives of the cruise was to
investigate the power outage at Barkley Canyon that
occurred on February 18, 2011. Site inspection showed
instrument and cable damage at Barkley Upper Slope
and Barkley Benthic Pod 2, which may have been
caused by a trawl hit. All equipment was accounted for
and the end of the main extension cable was recovered,
and sealed, with plans for re-termination in 2012. Two
instrument platforms and a number of instruments
were brought back for further repair. At this point, we
stand to lose over a year of unique and valuable data
from this benthic environment and we have been forced
to delay deploying the VPS.
One example of cooperation between ship and shore
occurred during the final dive of the cruise, when we
managed to restart high-quality data recording at the
currently autonomous CORK U1364 at ODP 889.
Quick thinking on the shore by Robert Meldrum
(Geological Society of Canada [GSC]), Earl Davis
(GSC), John Bennest (contractor), and Martin
Heesemann (NC), and the ROPOS team lead by Keith

Folger Pinnacle Maintenance August 2 - 4, 2011
Installed in August of 2010 and connected in February
2011 Folger Pinnacle at 23m has been providing a wealth
of data. In recent months our data specialist noticed
a drop in the instruments’ data quality and sensitivity.
Some instruments stopped working altogether, while
performance of others had gradually diminished. This
site requires servicing by professional divers instead of
an ROV due to water movements caused by strong swell
in a shallow environment. It is a unique site, located in
a rockfish conservation area, where sunlight penetrates
to a shallow reef populated by an abundance of marine
life.
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Shepherd, Martin Scherwath (NC) and Reece Hasanen
(NC) combined with testing and practicing the
procedure on the ship, led to a revival procedure for this
IODP CORK. Data analysis showed that one sensor
had a leak, compromising the entire CORK, so ROPOS
cut the cable to the faulty sensor. The maneuver worked
and the data logger became accessible again and could
be reprogrammed. There are now data recording on 4
pressure gauges.
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CORK connection at ODP 1027.

In addition to all this maintenance we gathered 117
samples at nearly every visited location, including
tubeworms, 4 scoop samples, 20 water samples, 28
Niskin bottles, and 65 push-core sediment samples.
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Barnacles on a connector hose at Folger Pinnacle.

All 7 instruments were cleaned extensively and
reinstalled with the exception of the Sidus HD video
camera, which will be replaced and the 3D camera
array, which is getting its lighting system repaired
for redeployment in 2012. All instruments are now
providing good data. We thank Bamfield Marine
Sciences Centre and Pelagic Technologies for their
support.
Kira Homola and Renald Belley with a glorious sample of mud.

For more details on the July cruise go to our installation blog,
watch our high-definition dive videos on SeaTube (login
required), look for highlights on our YouTube channel, and
browse through some of the outstanding photographs we
gathered on Flickr.

Bamfield Marine
Sciences Centre
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The first task was to install a new purpose-designed
marker buoy where the previously installed buoys
had gone missing. When the dive crew swam down
to the platform, they thought it had disappeared; in
fact, rocky reef organisms had colonized and overgrown
every available surface.

September 9 - 30, 2011 - Cruise Plans
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Like last year, Endeavour will be the focal point of
this cruise with repairs and new installations on the
schedule. ODP 1027, Barkley and ODP889 are also
part of this ambitious program.
The first objective at Endeavour will be to bring
the MEF site back to life by replacing its extension
cable. Once this is done, we will be ready to install
IFREMER’s Tempo-mini and replace the BARS, which
was recovered in July. The remaining Endeavour
objectives include the installation of the Mothra cable
and the instrumentation of its main site with a shortperiod seismometer and a second BARS.
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Then, our attention will turn to the series of regional
circulation moorings. Based on the success of last year
deployment, we had planned to perform this task with
the support of the CCGS John P. Tully. Unfortunately,
the logistics proved too difficult to organize so we will
have to install them directly from the R/V Thompson.
We hope to be able to install the full series but as the
operation will be both slower and more cumbersome,
and because this operation is heavily dependent on
weather, the number of moorings actually installed may
be less than anticipated.
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The bulk of the Endeavour work requires having cables
terminated and prepped for deployment on time for
this cruise. The Highland Technology team has been
working non-stop to have as many as possible ready on
time but a series of delays combined with the complexity
of the project proved too difficult. Still, thanks to the
team’s dedication, the four highest priority cables are
ready and a fifth cable will be on board in the event of
a down time.

Wally II ready for reinstall.

On the way to and back from Endeavour, we will
stop by ODP 1027 to deploy the three tsunami-array
BPRs. They will be connected to the network in 2012,
but will be recording data autonomously until then.
We will also make a quick repair to the piezometer’s
connector, which is suspected to be responsible for a
growing ground fault.
Our Barkley visit will concentrate on Wally II and Pod
3 installation. Wally arrived from Germany just in time
thanks to the dedication of Laurenz Thomsen’s team
at Jacobs University in Bremen and the Max Planck
Institute for Marine Microbiology. Pod 3 will be
retrieved and reinstalled with a new sonar and camera,
which will be on an independent pod.
If time allows, we will go to ODP 889 to retrieve the
auxiliary platform, which has developed a persistent
ground fault and was disconnected by team lead Michael
Riedel (PGC) and Peter Brewer (MBARI) using the
MBARI ROV Doc-Ricketts, earlier this month.
Hopefully we can also download the data from IODP
CORK 1364A to ensure the operation performed
during the last cruise was successful and that the CORK
is healthy.
Once back on shore, and after a well deserved rest,
we will start preparing for next year by focusing on
the preparation and testing of instruments such as the
plankton pump, the 3D camera and the Endeavour
camera while planning for the repair of the Barkley site.
To follow our September cruise go to our installation blog,
watch our high-definition dive videos on SeaTube (login
required), look for highlights on our YouTube channel, and
browse through some of the outstanding photographs we
gathered on Flickr.
www.neptunecanada/cruise.ca

Octopus at Mothra.

DMAS News

The Plotting Utility now displays data in (almost)
real-time thanks to a regular and automatic update. A
simple selection of the “Last 10 minutes” and “update”,
followed by a click on “auto refresh” and the selection
of the refresh interval, (15 seconds to 60 minutes) will
automatically update the plot by shifting forward in
time by the interval selected.

This summary only highlights some improvements of
the Plotting Utility, for a complete list refer to the
“Help” button at the top of the page.

Future models may be able to monitor any sessile life
form, such as anemones or coral, and even the gashydrate outcroppings that have been found at Barkley
Canyon and ODP 889.
A similar project is in development at VENUS, which
will use projected light patterns to increase contrast
and resolution.
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Following a request from our users, SeaTube now allows
you to view archived footage captured by all benthic
video cameras, in addition to viewing all NC cruise
video taken by ROPOS. The SeaTube user interface
was improved by adding a new tree view navigation
component to the left-side of the page. Cruise footage
is now listed under “Cruises” and other fixed position
cameras can be found under “Locations”. The locations
option is further divided by Site and then further
categorized by year, month and date.
Like the NC cruise footage these online viewable videos
can also be annotated. It is also possible to search
for Annotations in Query Annotations and deeplink into SeaTube, playing the video footage at the
precise moment your annotation applies to. Currently,
hundreds of .MPEG and .MOV files can be streamed
and more are being added every time the cameras are
enabled, so check back often!
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Multi-series plots that contain graphs utilizing both
the left and right axis are also possible, together with:
change of curve colours, setting min and max for any
axis, etc.

Scheduled for re-deploy in 2012 the 3D camera will
be used initially by Dr. Sally Leys to study ascidians
growing at Folger Pinnacle. Users will be able to
schedule when the array takes pictures, at a maximum
frequency of once every two minutes. The final
reconstruction will be available for download from
Oceans 2.0 and viewed with an application called
Meshlab, which allows users to measure the relative
distance between points, and a known distance marker
placed in the field of view allows the conversion to
actual lengths.
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If you have an interesting plot and want to share it
with someone, save your plot, then right-click on the
name of the plot and select “Reference Link”. This will
bring up a new window with the same plot. Now if you
copy the URL for the new page, you can e-mail it to
someone and they can bring up exactly the same plot
at any time (provided your saved plot is not deleted).
You can also now edit any of the plot settings in the
reference plot.

The Grasshopper Array at Folger Pinnacle is a
3D-imaging system, which consists of 8 cameras
pointing at a target area on the seafloor in order to
monitor changes. It gathers images in sets of 8, which
are sent back to the archive. Using Patch-based Multiview Stereo software in combination with a Bundler
package these images were integrated into DMAS
operations to create a dense point 3D-model of the sea
floor target area like the one shown below.
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DMAS has been busy developing new features or
significantly improving existing ones including: the
Plotting Utility, SeaTube, 3D visualization for the
Folger Shallow 3D camera, Digital Fishers, and the
mini-observatory at Brentwood College School.

Screenshot of the 3D viewer “Meshlab”. The image shows in a 3D
rotatable perspective the points successfully identified as common in
2 or more of the array cameras.

Brentwood College Mini-Observatory
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Digital Fishers (DF) represents a joint project between
Ocean Networks Canada and the Centre for Global
Studies (CfGS) to use the power of crowd-sourcing to
help annotate the overwhelming volume of video data
being collected from the NC and VENUS networks.
The public will be able to view 15-second clips of
undersea video and give a description of what they
saw using a game-like application that has levels and
rewards. Last year, a senior-level biology course at UVic
studied marine taxonomy with this prototype, but
even high school and older elementary students would
have fun exploring the ocean with the submarine-like
interface. Also on the interface are observable options
allowing the viewer to pick the best choice, in other
words, levels start out with a choice of either absence
or presence of sea life, next asking what type of terrain
(rocky or flat), and moving up into more difficult
categories, such as biological species. The resources for
making a best guess are right there in the program, and
once one finishes a level, they unlock a feature card and
fun facts!
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Digital Fishers extends across computer science,
biology, and oceanography. One day, video imaging
analysis and automatic annotations will perhaps make
this process of turning raw data into descriptive data
easier and faster; however, this technology has not yet
reached the advanced capability that is required. That’s
why we need your help in discovering what our vast and
beautiful oceans hold. Check it out at:

In the Brentwood Bay College conceptual diagram, above, #1 represents
the shore station/laboratory; #2 represents the dock-mounted NEMA
4X1 enclosed “node”. The shore station and dock-mounted node are
connected by approximately 200m of specialty wire and cable for power
and network connectivity. The #3 represents the easily recoverable
underwater instrument cage.

With funding from CANARIE, we are installing a
mini-observatory at Brentwood College School (BCS)
in time for the start of the 2011-2012 school year. This
prototype instrument platform will hold a pan tilt zoom
camera, LED lighting, and CTD sensors, with a weather
station installed on the dock. BCS students will have
control of the camera and lights, and can participate in
routine instrument cleaning and maintenance.
The data will be transferred wirelessly to the school and
then archived in NC’s data centre making it available
as part of the Oceans 2.0 interface. Several instructors
are integrating the project into the school curriculum
to allow hands-on access and use of scientific data. It is
expected that this project will be the first prototype of
similar instrument platforms for other schools located
near bodies of water.

http://dmas.uvic.ca/DigitalFishers

NEPTUNE Canada advertises
opportunities on the website at:

Follow our September 9 - 30 Cruise
on-line using:

all

employment

www.neptunecanada.ca/about-neptune-canada/opportunities/
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